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pathways,  hardly any of   these ontologies  and metadata  standards are 
ready for use and applied in professional education. Thus we suggest a 
simple  metadata   system (SMS)  that   considers  educational   theories,   is 
kept simple and stupid (KISS) to increase usability and delivers pedago­
gical benefits.






























place in  time. While  this   timeliness  is pretty  obvious,  it   is not  taken for 
granted  that   the future needs  to  be considered as open. One of  the con­
sequences of considering the future as open is that future human behaviour 
is unpredictable. For instance, the behaviour of an individual learner in a 
learning   environment   is  basically  unpredictable.  Another   consequence   is 
that pedagogical actions can't be understood as cause­and­effect chains, but 


















temporal  coordination,  completion,  conditional  composition  and substitu­
tion. This characteristics are connected to the IMS­LD specification.
With the focus on mobility of employees in the context of life long learning, 

























































































tions,  especially   in   the case of deviate   learner  behaviour  during learning 
processes. Extending his approach, we thus had to specify criteria to calcu­
late   recommendations  and a system to create  them.  This  system (INTU­











outside  of   the   LMSs,   the   learner   model   and   the   recorded  behaviour   of 
learners are obtained from the LMS and stored internally. For recommenda­








Furthermore,   the systems supports  actions   like (1)  changing  the  learning 
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wards   a   Learning   Path   Specification. 
[http://dspace.ou.nl/bitstream/1820/1680/4/Towards­a­learning­path­spe­
cification.pdf (31.3.2014)].





















cense.   To   view   a   copy   of   this   licence,   visit   http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by­
sa/3.0/at/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Fran­
cisco, California 94105, USA.
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